
LESSON 11: How can we make oil palm farms more like rainforests?
PREVIOUS LESSON We brainstormed different kinds of interactions between populations and developed system models for the rainforest and oil palm farm. We compared the

two systems, looking for similarities and differences. We decided that the rainforest system has more components and interactions than the oil palm system,
but there are similar types of interactions in both ecosystems. We used our models to brainstorm ideas to make the oil palm system more like the rainforest
system.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

2 days

 

In this lesson, we investigate two cases of diversified oil palm farming. We realize that, in both cases,
farmers are growing different kinds of fruit and timber trees interspersed with oil palm, and this is like a
rainforest because there are more different kinds of plants. We explore two related cases through StoryMaps
and notice those cases use different farming strategies, but they also have much more plant biodiversity. We
wonder why growing plants with more biodiversity is a good thing for ecosystems and farmers.

NEXT LESSON We will wonder why more kinds of plants is beneficial. We will investigate how ecosystems and farmers in diversified and monoculture farms fare in three
disruption scenarios: disease, drought, and price drop. We will figure out that the diversified farm is resilient because it has more components and links.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS2-1, MS-LS2-2, MS-LS2-4,
MS-LS2-5

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Critically read scientific texts to determine patterns in ecosystem plant biodiversity in modern and historical diversified farming systems.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Monoculture farms grow only one kind of plant.
Diversified farms grow many different kinds of plants.
If there are a lot of types of living things in an ecosystem, the ecosystem has more biodiversity.



Lesson 11 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 5 min NAVIGATION
Compare oil palm and rainforest plants and share initial
ideas about how to make oil palm farms more like
rainforests.

A

2 10 min EXAMINE A CASE IN IVORY COAST
Record observations and questions about a diversified oil
palm farm in Ivory Coast.

B Computer and projector, Agroforestry in the Ivory Coast video

3 15 min READ ABOUT A CASE IN COSTA RICA
Read a case study about researchers studying monoculture
and diversified oil palm farms in Costa Rica.

C-H Reading: Oil Palm Farm Experiment in Costa Rica

4 10 min COMPARE THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
Compare the diversified oil palm farm and monoculture oil
palm farm to the rainforest through an Initial Ideas
Discussion.

I-J

5 5 min NAVIGATION
Share initial ideas about other ways that indigenous peoples
and modern farmers manage the land that are more like
native plant ecosystems.

K

End of day 1

6 4 min NAVIGATION
Revisit the lesson question and broaden to consider farming
other crops in ways that are more like the native plant
ecosystems.

L

7 20 min EXPLORE TWO ADDITIONAL DIVERSIFIED FARMING
CASES
Examine two different cases of diversified farming.

M-N Prairie Strips: A New Way to Manage Soybean and Corn Farms in Iowa and Shade Grown Coffee:
A Traditional Way to Manage Coffee Farms (optional if not using StoryMaps), computer,
Prairie Strip StoryMap, Shade Grown Coffee StoryMap

8 10 min BUILDING UNDERSTANDINGS DISCUSSION: FARMS AND
PLANT BIODIVERSITY
Discuss the farming practices presented in the cases and
apply them to consider additional ways to manage oil palm
farms to be more like rainforests.

O-R

9 6 min INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS TRACKERS
Update the individual Progress Trackers.

S

10 5 min NAVIGATION
Consider why having more plant biodiversity would be
better for ecosystems and farmers.

T

End of day 2



Lesson 11 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson
materials

science notebook
Reading: Oil Palm Farm Experiment in Costa Rica
Prairie Strips: A New Way to Manage Soybean and Corn Farms in Iowa and Shade Grown Coffee: A Traditional Way
to Manage Coffee Farms (optional if not using StoryMaps)

computer
Prairie Strip
StoryMap
Shade Grown
Coffee StoryMap

Computer and
projector
Agroforestry in the
Ivory Coast video

Materials preparation (30 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Prior to day 1, play the Agroforestry in the Ivory Coast video from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil .

If you have access to computers for students in groups of 2-3, practice opening the StoryMaps for Prairie Strips at https://tinyurl.com/prairiestorymap and Shade Grown Coffee at
https://tinyurl.com/coffeestorymap . Review them so that you know how to help students.

If you do not have access to computers, use hardcopy references in the Reference section of the Student Edition so that students can look at the same information as is presented in the
StoryMaps. Prairie Strips: A New Way to Manage Soybean and Corn Farms in Iowa and Shade Grown Coffee: A Traditional Way to Manage Coffee Farms contain the same information as the
StoryMaps for students to read.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil
https://tinyurl.com/prairiestorymap
https://tinyurl.com/coffeestorymap


Lesson 11 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In this lesson, students build an understanding of different ways of farming besides monocultures. They see examples of diversified oil palm farms in Ivory Coast and Costa Rica, as well
as diversified coffee farms in Mexico, which all integrate large sections of native plants into crop areas. Students make observations about these different kinds of farms and then build
understanding and language around ideas of monocultures, diversified farms, and, at the end of the lesson, biodiversity.

In the field-test version of this unit, the case study on diversified coffee farms in Mexico briefly mentions shade grown coffee as a traditional or indigenous practice; however, this idea is
not further developed. In the public release version of this unit, we hope to include a case that lifts up indigenous farming practices that promote biodiversity. If you or your students are
knowledgeable about local indigenous practices, this is a good place to make connections to traditional ecological knowledge.

In 5th grade, students learned that “a healthy ecosystem is one in which multiple species of different types are each able to meet their needs in a relatively stable web of life” (LS2.A). As
students develop an understanding of biodiversity in the context of natural ecosystems, monoculture, and diversified farms, they are extending their understanding of what “a relatively
stable web of life means,” by comparing different ecosystems with respect to measures of biodiversity and resilience to disruption. This lesson, in combination with Lesson 12, will help
students develop an understanding that “Biodiversity describes the variety of species found in Earth’s terrestrial and oceanic ecosystems. The completeness or integrity of an ecosystem’s
biodiversity is often used as a measure of its health” (LS2.C).

Where We Are NOT Going

In this lesson, students make observations about how to farm in ways that are more like ecosystems that were there before the large-scale monoculture farming. Specifically, they
develop ideas that farmers can have more plant biodiversity. However, students don’t yet start to explain why having greater plant biodiversity is beneficial to people and ecosystems.
Students will build these ideas about resilience in Lesson 12.



5 min

10 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 11
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Compare the oil palm farm and rainforest. Project slide A. Have students turn and talk to remind themselves of what types of plants are
in the oil palm farms and the rainforest. Then have them discuss what they could do, in terms of planting, to make oil palm farms more
like rainforests.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are the plants in an oil palm farm like? Just one kind of plant.

It’s all oil palm plants.

What are the plants in the rainforest like? There are a lot of different kinds of plants.

Some plants are tall and some are small.

There are fruit trees.

What are things we could do in an oil palm farm to make it more like
the rainforest?

Grow fruit trees there.

Grow other plants.

Accept all answers.

Introduce the lesson question: “How can we make oil palm farms more like rainforests?”

2 · EXAMINE A CASE IN IVORY COAST
MATERIALS: science notebook, Computer and projector, Agroforestry in the Ivory Coast video

Discuss where else oil palm is grown globally. Project slide B. Introduce the idea that oil palm is not only grown in Indonesia, but in
other tropical areas of the world, and show students the world map. This should reinforce ideas from Lesson 3. The map shows
differences in the amount of land used for oil palm production.

Prepare to view a video of a different kind of oil palm farm in Ivory Coast. Say, Oil palm is grown in different ways around the world. I have a
video of an oil palm farm in Ivory Coast where farmers are growing oil palm mixed with other trees and plants. We will see a series of photographs
from 2013-2017.

Have students make a Notice and Wonder chart to record observations and questions in their science notebooks individually.

Watch the video. Watch the two-minute Agroforestry in the Ivory Coast video from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil
and have students record observations and questions. Consider playing the video a second time for students to make additional
observations.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Students’ everyday language is a valuable
resource for sensemaking. Encourage
students to share their ideas for what to
call this kind of farm. In the next reading,
students will be given the language
“diversified farm,” which they can also use.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil


15 min

Discuss observations in pairs and then as a whole class. Encourage students to share observations about the types of plants that are
growing together. Example student observations and questions:

Notice Wonder

The farm starts out with no trees growing.
There are different kinds of trees growing.
Trees get bigger over time.
They are growing oil palm, timber, fruit trees,
cacao, rubber, and cashew all together.

What was there before?
What does the 16m x 9m mean?

Ask students how they would describe this type of farming.✱ Ask students to brainstorm names or short phrases that would describe
this kind of farming. Record some of these names on the board so that the class has language for how to talk about this new
“integrated,” “mixed,” or “many plant” type of farming.

Wrap up the observations and questions by saying, It seems like this farm is growing different crops along with oil palm. We have some
questions about this type of farming, and there’s another farm we can explore in Costa Rica that is using similar farming methods.

3 · READ ABOUT A CASE IN COSTA RICA
MATERIALS: Reading: Oil Palm Farm Experiment in Costa Rica

Pass out the reading Reading: Oil Palm Farm Experiment in Costa Rica to each student. Use the handout version for students to
annotate. There is a copy of this reading in the Student Edition for reference as well. Project slide C and show students where Costa Rica
is located on the map.

Model the close reading strategies. Project slide D. Explain that close reading requires reading a text more than once and with different
purposes and strategies for interacting with the text. Go through the following steps with students, pausing at each step:✱

1. Project slide E. Say, Let’s do one together. Ask students what the main question is that we are trying to answer using this reading.
Tell students to circle the question: “How can we make oil palm farms more like rainforests?” It reminds us of the purpose for what
we are trying to do and the type of information we are looking for within the reading. Explain that reading this case study will
help us answer this question.

2. Project slide F. Give students time to read the first two paragraphs of the text on their own.
3. Project slide G. Show students an example of step 3 by rereading aloud the first section. As you read, pause and share your

thinking, highlighting a few ideas that answer our focus question.
4. Then, give students about five minutes to continue reading, highlighting key ideas on their own, and analyzing the images

embedded in the text. Remind students to be selective about what they highlight and look for things that help answer their
questions.

5. Project slide H. Tell students to work with a small group (or with a partner) to summarize the key ideas from the reading that
answer the lesson questions.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN OBTAINING,
EVALUATING, AND COMMUNICATING
INFORMATION

This close reading strategy will help
students to develop capacity around
obtaining scientific information. Students
critically read this text to determine the
central idea and obtain scientific
information about diversified and
monoculture farming systems.



10 min4 · COMPARE THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
MATERIALS: None

Compare the diversified oil palm farm and monoculture oil palm farm to the rainforest. Project slide I. In pairs or small groups, have
students compare the diversified oil palm farm to the monoculture oil palm farm and then to the rainforest. Then have students share
their ideas with the whole class.✱ Slide J shows systems models that you can display during the whole-class conversation.

KEY IDEAS Purpose: Help students recognize that one way to make oil palm farms more like rainforests is to grow a
greater diversity of plants. This will lead to more different kinds of populations and links between them.

Listen for students ideas:
The diversified oil palm farm is like the rainforest because it has more different kinds of plants and
other populations. They also have more links between them.
The monoculture has fewer different kinds of plants and other populations. They also have fewer
links between them. It is not really like the rainforest.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How is the diversified oil palm farm like the rainforest? They both have multiple kinds of plants growing.

They both have fruit trees.

They both have more links between populations.

How is it different? The rainforest has a lot more different kinds of plants and animals.

How is the monoculture oil palm farm like the rainforest? They both have some plants in them.

How is it different? The monoculture farm only has one type of plant growing while the
rainforest has many.

The monoculture farm has very few kinds of populations.

How could we make the oil palm farm more like the rainforest? Grow more different kinds of plants than just oil palm.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

During the discussion, call out two new
vocabulary words that are introduced in the
reading: “diversified” and “monoculture.”
Unpack the word “diversified” with students
and relate it to their understandings of
what diversity means. Encourage emergent
multilingual students to use either this new
language or the language they used initially
as they talk about this intercropped farm.
Unpack the word “monoculture” and
contrast it with the diversified farm.
Encourage students to create a visual
representation of these words to make
sense of what they mean. Then add them
to the class word wall.



5 min

4 min

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Consider other ways of farming that are more like the ecosystems that were there before. ✱ Project slide K. Say, It is really interesting that
scientists are doing this type of farming in Costa Rica. But this way of farming is not new. Have students turn and talk to share their prior
knowledge about diversified farming.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Where have you seen or heard about this before? Accept all answers.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

While we do not label the Ivory Coast and Costa Rica examples as “sustainable palm oil” farms, they are
representative of farmers who are growing oil palm in sustainable ways. If you think your students are ready
for this new term, sustainable, you could introduce it today or tomorrow, and emphasize that there are
some products that use palm oil grown on these kinds of farms.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

This is an opportunity to leverage students'
prior experiences in their community about
gardening or farming. In addition to larger
scale farming, have students consider
small-scale growing operations, such as
community gardens. If you have
indigenous students or students
knowledgeable about indigenous practices,
encourage them to draw on their cultural
knowledge of farming or tending the land
to cultivate food and plant biodiversity.

End of day 1

6 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Revisit the lesson question. Project slide L. Remind students that we have been trying to figure out— “How can we make oil palm farms
more like rainforests?”—to help orangutans and other populations in decline.

Broaden to farming other crops besides oil palm. Ask students to consider other farming methods to produce foods besides palm oil.
Remind students of the other farming examples we previously investigated—soybean and canola. Point out that these were also
monocultures in which farmers grew only one plant. Say, Exploring other cases where people produce food in ways that are more like the plant
communities that were there before could give us more ideas about how we could make oil palm farms more like rainforests.

Introduce the concept of “native plants” as the plants that were part of the ecosystem before. Have students share some examples of the
native plant communities that we have talked about that were there before oil palm (rainforest plants) and soybean and canola farms
(prairie plants).

Have students share their initial ideas about how we could farm in ways that are more like the native plant ecosystems that were there
before.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How can we farm in ways that are more like the native plant
ecosystems that were there before?

Grow more different kinds of plants.



20 min7 · EXPLORE TWO ADDITIONAL DIVERSIFIED FARMING CASES
MATERIALS: science notebook, Prairie Strips: A New Way to Manage Soybean and Corn Farms in Iowa and Shade Grown Coffee: A Traditional Way to Manage Coffee Farms (optional if not using
StoryMaps), computer, Prairie Strip StoryMap, Shade Grown Coffee StoryMap

Set the purpose for looking at other cases. Say, Looking at other examples could help us think about other ways to farm that are similar to
native plant ecosystems. This could help us with our question about the best oil palm farm designs. What do we need to pay attention to?
Listen for students to suggest paying attention to:

what kinds of plants are being grown and
what the native plant ecosystem is like.

Say, As we read about different ways of managing the land, let’s pay attention to the plants they are growing and how the farm is similar to the
native plant ecosystem that was there before. ✱

Prepare to explore the StoryMaps. Project slide M. Tell students that you have StoryMaps about the two different farming strategies.
Share a purpose for reading in pairs: to learn how they are farming in ways that are similar to the native plant ecosystems. Divide
students into groups of four and then into pairs within each group. Have each pair decide if they want to read about either Shade Grown
Coffee or Prairie Strips. ✱

ALTERNATE
ACTIVITY

If you do not have enough computers for students to work in groups of 2-3, you can use paper versions of
the materials. See the preparation section of this lesson for more information.

Explore the Shade Grown Coffee and Prairie Strips StoryMaps in partners. Give students about 15 minutes to work in pairs to read about
the Prairie Strips StoryMap at https://tinyurl.com/prairiestorymap or the Shade Grown Coffee StoryMap at
https://tinyurl.com/coffeestorymap . 

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

In the field-test version of this unit, the shade grown coffee case briefly calls out that this multistory practice
is rooted in indigenous and traditional farming. However, this is not highlighted further (e.g., with
narratives of indigenous farmers). In the final version of the unit, we hope to include a case that lifts up
indigenous farming practices more directly.

Share information about different farming practices. Project slide N. Have the pairs reconvene in their group of 4. Give students time to
work in groups to share their cases (around 5 minutes) and to discuss strategies to farm in ways that are similar to native plant
ecosystems. Prompt them to use their notes to explain key ideas about the farming examples. Example notes are below:

Shade Grown Coffee

What do you notice about the plants they are
growing?

How is the farm ecosystem similar to the native
plant ecosystem?

They are growing a lot of different kinds of food
plants all together in a forest.
Some plants grow low to the ground and others
grow tall.
Mostly they are growing a lot of different kinds of
food plants.

The shade grown coffee has multistory
plantings like a rainforest.
It provides habitat for birds and butterflies.
It has a lot of different kinds of plants growing.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN OBTAINING,
EVALUATING, AND COMMUNICATING
INFORMATION

Setting a purpose for what to pay attention
to before reading the StoryMaps will help
students determine the central ideas within
the reading and draw information from
both visual displays and the written text.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

If you have students who struggle with
reading, you can have students watch the
3-minute video, Prairie Strips: Build Benefits
Naturally at
https://www.swcs.org/resources/conservati
on-media-library/#prairie in addition to
reading to support comprehension.

https://tinyurl.com/prairiestorymap
https://tinyurl.com/coffeestorymap
https://www.swcs.org/resources/conservation-media-library/#prairie


10 min

Prairie Strips

What do you notice about the plants they are
growing?

How is the farm ecosystem similar to the native
plant ecosystem?

They are growing corn or soybeans and prairie
plants. There are over 58 different kinds of prairie
plants.
10-20% of the land is prairie, and 80-90% is corn
or soybeans.
Soybeans and corn get cut down every year, but the
prairie plants keep growing every year.

The prairie strips have the same plants as
tallgrass prairie.
The prairie strips grow year round, like the
prairie.
This farm has more insects, birds, and bees.

8 · BUILDING UNDERSTANDINGS DISCUSSION: FARMS AND PLANT BIODIVERSITY
MATERIALS: None

Facilitate a Building Understandings Discussion. This discussion should be brief and focus on identifying farming practices that make
farming systems more like the native plant ecosystems. Display slide O and use the prompts to guide the discussion.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of the Discussion: to identify patterns in farming practices that make farming systems more like
native plant ecosystems, based on evidence from the cases.✱

Listen for ideas, such as:
growing many different kinds of plants together instead of just one type of plant,
growing many different height plants together,
growing more perennial plants to provide year round habitat, and
growing sections of the actual native habitat plants interspersed with the crops.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What patterns did you notice about the plants in the different farms? They are growing more than one kind of plant.

The plants are different heights.

More of the plants are perennials, so they don’t die every year.

Introduce the term “biodiversity.” As students raise ideas about growing different kinds of plants, stop and introduce the word
“biodiversity.” Project slide P and the scientific term. Ask students to describe the different ecosystems that we have been exploring in
terms of biodiversity.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
DEVELOPING AND USING PATTERNS

Leverage patterns as a lens for this
discussion. Help students share patterns
they observed from the text, as well as the
images from the StoryMaps that depict a
diversity of plants growing together.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

Which ecosystems have more biodiversity? Why? Shade grown coffee.

Prairie strips farms.

Diversified oil palm farms.

They have a lot more different kinds of plants and animals.

Which ecosystems have less biodiversity? Why? Oil palm farm.

Soybean monoculture.

Coffee monoculture.

They are only growing one kind of plant. A lot of animals can’t live
there.

Agree on a shared representation for the idea of biodiversity. Project slide Q. Have students quickly turn and talk about the current
representation and then share their ideas with the class.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Biodiversity is the number of species in an ecosystem. In our current representation, this could be well
represented by just the number of different components or boxes in the system (e.g., oil palm, banana
trees, caterpillars, birds). In Lesson 12, we will consider the lines between the boxes and how an ecosystem
would respond to a disruption.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How does our current representation incorporate the idea of
biodiversity?

The monoculture oil palm farm has less biodiversity.

Our representation shows that there are only a few kinds of living
things.

The number of different boxes shows the amount of biodiversity.

Do we need to change anything? If students want to change anything about the representation, and if
the class agrees, make additional changes.

Add “biodiversity” to the class word wall or other public vocabulary tracking system (e.g., glossary). Then help students practice using
the word throughout the rest of the discussion and the next lesson.



6 min

Apply ideas from the cases to oil palm farming. Project slide R. Discuss how we might apply the ideas from the cases to designing oil
palm farms.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What ideas could we draw from these cases to help us think about
how to make oil palm farms more like rainforests?

Grow rainforest plants in sections next to oil palm farms.

Grow a lot of different kinds of plants within the oil palm farm.

Grow perennial plants in the oil palm farm.

Make oil palm farms have more plant biodiversity.

If students struggle to transfer the ideas, press students to move from the specific example they read about (e.g., planting prairie
between crops) to the general idea (e.g., planting sections of native plants between crops). Record the specific strategies from the cases
on the board and ask students to infer what the general strategy might be and how it could apply to oil palm farms.

Specific strategy General strategy

Grow tall fruit trees, coffee, and low
growing plants, like peppers.

Grow multiple layers of different kinds of
plants.

Grow prairie in between soybeans. Grow sections of native habitat between
crops.

9 · INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS TRACKERS
MATERIALS: science notebook

Update individual Progress Trackers for individual reflection. Explain to students that we want to take some individual time to capture
what we have figured out about our question: “How can we make oil palm farms more like rainforests?”

Have students turn to the Progress Tracker section in their notebooks. Use slide S to guide students in drawing a line before the last entry
from Lesson 10 and to complete the 2 columns, filling in both lesson questions and their responses.

Give students 3-5 minutes to quietly update their Progress Trackers using words and drawings to show what they have figured
out. Ask students to draw a line underneath their responses when they are done. Prompt students to use evidence from the

readings.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Use the Building Understandings Discussion and Progress Tracker entry for formative assessment. If
students are struggling to understand the concept of biodiversity, have them review the images and
systems models for the rainforest, diversified oil palm farm, and monoculture oil palm farm. In the images,
ask them how many different kinds of plants they see. In the systems models, ask them how many
different types of plants and other organisms are in each system by counting all of the boxes. Emphasize
that, the more different kinds of plants and animals a system has, the greater biodiversity it has.



5 min10 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Fill out an exit ticket. Display slide T. Say, It seems like there are farmers who want to add more plant biodiversity to their farms. We saw
examples of this from farmers in Iowa growing soybean, in Mexico growing coffee, and in Costa Rica growing oil palm. Why would they want to do
this?

Give students time to record their initial ideas about why more plant biodiversity would be better for ecosystems and farmers.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This exit ticket is meant to set the stage for Lesson 12 in which students will investigate why biodiversity
matters. Students have figured out different ways they could cultivate biodiversity on the farm. In the next
lesson, they will focus on why that would be important for both farmers and ecosystems.

Additional Lesson 11 Teacher Guidance
SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.2 Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; provide an accurate
summary of the text distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.7 Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text
with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table).

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.10 By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend science/technical texts in the
grades 6-8 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

During day 1 and day 2, students gather information from written text, videos, and images depicting
different farming practices in the palm oil industry and other agricultural industries. Students must
determine the central ideas that underlie all four cases that they investigate and support their ideas with
evidence from the text during the Building Understandings Discussion on day 2.


